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Abstract 
This thesis studies the sphere theorems in differential geometry and exotic spheres. 
In chapter 1, we examine in detail those simply connected complete Riemannian 
manifolds for which the sectional curvature is bounded below by 1/4 and bounded 
above by 1. Then in chapter 2 we present a proof of a differentiable sphere theo-
rem that there exists S > 1/4, which is independent of the dimension, such that if 
the lower bound of the curvature is S and the upper bound is 1, then the manifold 
is diffeomorphic to a standard sphere. In chapter 4, we present the construction 
of an exotic sphere wi th nonnegative sectional curvature due to Gromoll and 
Meyer, using O'Neill 's formula for Riemannian submersions which is proved in 
chapter 3. Perturbations of the Gromoll-Meyer sphere by Cheeger's method yield 
exotic spheres w i th almost positive sectional curvature. We conclude the thesis 
by stating some recent results about exotic spheres wi th positive curvature and 
some related open problems. 
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0.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study sphere theorems and some results related 
to exotic spheres. In 1951, Rauch[Ra]showed that a simply connected manifolds 
wi th the sectional curvature KM satisfying 1 > KM > ^ ~ 0.74 is homeomorphic 
to a sphere. In 1960, Berger and Klingenberg proved i t for 5 = 1/4 by studying 
the injectivity radius. In chapter 1, we wi l l give the proof of Rauch-Berger-
Klingenberg Sphere Theorem and the Berger，s Diameter Sphere Theorems. 
In chapter 2, we wi l l present the proof of a differentiable sphere theorem. An 
early differentiable sphere theorem was proved by Gromoll and Calabi in 1966. 
However, they needed a different lower bound 6n for Km in each dimension n and 
lim^-^oo ^n = 1- Then i t was shown by Shiohama that a lower bound 5 for KM can 
be chosen independent of n. The actual value of 5 was improved successively by 
Sufimoto, Shiohama, Karcher(1971)[SSK] and E.Ruh (1971)[Ru]. The estimate 
is 6 ^ 0.80. Surprisingly, Simon Brendle and Richard Schoen util ized Ricci flow 
to prove in 2007[BS] that S = 1/4. Thus, those manifolds which satisfies the hy-
pothesis of the sphere theorem are indeed diffeomorphic to the standard sphere. 
Moreover, the proof of Brendle and Schoen uses only a weaker assumption of 
pointwise pinching rather than the above global pinching. In diaper 2 we wi l l 
give a proof of the theorem due to Sufimoto, Shiohama, Karcher and Ruh. 
The first exotic sphere was constructed by John Milnor. Using O'Neill's for-
mula, Gromoll and Meyer constructed the first example of an exotic sphere E^ 
{GM-sphere) w i th a metric of non-negative sectional curvature as the base space 
of a Riemannian submersion on Sp{2). By means of Cheeger's perturbation on 
the E^, Peter Petersen and Frederick Wilhelm proved that i t admits a metric 
wi th positive sectional curvature. 
In chapter 3 and 4，we wi l l first prove in detail the O'Neill's formulas and 
present the construction of E?, then we briefly present some ideas Petersen and 
Wilhelm to give a proof that E"^  admits a metric wi th almost positive sectional 
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curvature. We conclude this thesis by stating some recent results and some open 
problems, including a problem related to complex geometry and CR-geometry. 
Chapter 1 
Sphere Theorems 
In this chapter, we wi l l study smooth manifolds w i th the curvature 1 > KM > 
1/4. Such manifolds are called 1 /‘pinched. We wi l l show that a l/A-pinched 
manifold which is simply connected is homeomorphic to a sphere. Moreover, if 
a Riemannian manifold admits a metric such that 1 > KM > 1/4 which is not 
homeomorphic to a sphere, then i t is isometric to a symmetric space. The 
following proofs are from [CE]Ch.6 
1.1 Rauch-Berger-Klingenberg Sphere Theorem 
Theorem 1.1 I f M is complete, simply connected n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold wi th 1 > Km > H > 1/4, where H is a constant, then M is homeomor-
phic to the n-sphere. 
Remark : I f M can be wri t ten as the union of two imbedded balls joined 
along their common boundaries, then we can match the imbedded balls onto the 
upper half and lower half of the sphere. 
To construct the balls we have 3 lemmas: 
Lemma 1.1 Let M be any compact manifold. Fix p G M, and choose q G M 
such that p{p, q) is maximal. Then, for any v G Mp, there exists a maximal 
8 
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geodesic 7 from q to p such that Z(7'(0), v) < 7^/2. 
Proof: Let a be the geodesic from q such that (7,(0) 二 v. Pick a sequence 
a —> 0, Qi = a(ei) — q, and 7e. be a normal geodesic from qi to p, which is 
minimal. Then there are two cases: 
Case I: I f there exists a subsequence h such that 
•乂) < f 
then i^a(。)(7“(0)) G Mq has a l imi t point, say v. Take 7 be a normal 
geodesic from q such that y ( 0 ) = v. Then Z(7,(0),力 < 7r/2 and 
P(g,7(0) = lim p{qjnej{lj)) = lim Ij = I 
where I = p{p, q), and Ij = p{p,^{ej{0))). 
Case I I : I f there exists some to > 0 such that for any minimal geodesic from a{t) 
to p, we have at) > 7r/2, then consider a variation {c^} of c^ goes 
from p to a{t — s). Then by 1st variation formula, 
知 c 』 = 〈 7 > , 〉 < 0 
办 5 = 0 
Therefore, as t — 0, p{p, <j(t)) is strictly decreasing to p{p, q). But this 
contradicts the fact that q = (j(0) is at maximal distance from p. • 
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p 〜 y 
q 
Figure l a 
Lemma 1.2 If KM > H > 0 and suppose d{M) > 7r/2y/H, then for p,q 
above, 
B^/2Mp) U B叫H�q) 二 M 
Proof: Given any x G M , let 7i, 72 be a minimal geodesic from x to p and from 
p to q respectively. I f x G M ~ 丑(P) then L[7i] > 7r/2y^H. And we claim 
pM{oc,q) = AM(7I(0),72(Z2)) < 
By Toponogov's Theorem [To 
PM(7I(0)，72(^2)) < 
so it suffices to check this is the case the M is a sphere of curvature H . 
Let a = ^(—71(^1)572(0))? then (五,节，a) is a hinge on S i / ^ H . On the other 
hand, i t is easy to show that ps^^^^(^(0)5^(^2)) is a increasing function w.r.t to 
a, so by the Lemma 1.1, we can assume a = 7r/2. 
Let 0 denote the segment of ^ from ^ ( k ) to ^ { t x / ^ H ) , 
T denote the segment of —五 from 五(0) to ^ {T i / y /H ) , 
then r and 9 meet at the antipodal point of ^ ( 0 ) . 
and — k)，-A命—h)) = n/2. 
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antipotal point of p 
Figure l b 
Since L[6'], L[T] < 7r/2->/i/, i t follows that 
And hence PM{X, q) < < • 批 口 
Remark Tsukamoto[Ts] proves the lemma using Rauch comparison theorem 
Ra]instead of Toponogov's theorem. 
Lemma 1.3 Suppose KM > > 1/4 and the injectivity radius of M = z(M) > 
TT, and q be at maximal distance, then for any normal geodesic 7 from p wi th 
L[7] < n/y /H^ there exists a unique point r G 7 such that 
Proof: {Existence) Since i{M) > tt > � ) = t foi 0 < t < TT. By 
the Lemma 1.2, we have p(g’7(7r)) < Ti/2y/H. 
Let g(t) = ⑴）— p { p n { t ) ) . Then 
t = 0 : g{i) = p{q,p) — p{p,p) > 0. 
T = 7R: g{7v) = p{q, 7(7r) — p{p, 7(7r)) < 7T/2y/H - TT < 0 
Since g is continuous, by intermediate value theorem, 3 to G (0, tt) such that 
= 0. So take r = 7(to)，then we have p(jp, r) = r). 
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(Uniqueness) Let ri,厂2 on the 7 such that 
p{p,ri) = p{q, n) for i = 1,2 
As i{M) > TT, i t suffices to show r i ) = p(p,r2). 
Suppose not, W.L.O.G we assume p{p,r\) < p{p, r2). Then 
fKq,�2) = 2^) = n) + p(ri，7*2) 
二 P (仍） + " ( n ’ r 2 ) . 
Let (7i be the minimal geodesic a 7\ to q. 
By the above equality, L[(J2]=L[ segment -7 from T2 to r i ]-\-L[ai . 
Therefore, the segment of - 7 1 from r ) to r i must fit together w i th (Ji to form 
However, i t means that a 二 segment of —7 from r i to p, that implies q = p, 
which is a contradiction. 口 
p 1 
/ N. seaeiiient of - j 
q \ a smooth geodesic 
Figure Ic 
Proof of the theorem: 
Let p, g G M be at maximal distance, 
p, g G be a pair of antipodal points, 
I : 8呈—Mp be an linear isometry. 
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For each nonzero vector v G M^ , define f{v) 二 tov, by letting expf{v) be the 
point along the geodesic t exp^tv, which is equidistance from p to q. 
The existence of ||/(?;)|| < tt < i{M) follows from the Lemma 1.3. And we can 
construct : M ^ 
’（/。/。expri(x))), x G m{p) — p, 
fly J^) rrr / 2 
• (exp- ioexppO/o /oexp^ i (a ; ) ) ) , x G (g) - g, 
2 
� q , 工二 q. 
Figures 
乙 — ^M, 乙 — '^Ip 
个 
pvn -1 exp^  
p(p,r)=p(q,r) 
Figure I d 
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/ L Z / > / L ； T ^ f o l o — 加 
丄 M, 丄 M, 
个 
exp‘i 丄 exp, 
P 
f \ � r fo r which 
z - � � \ V ^ ^ ^ ^ p(i)4)=p(q,r) 




1) h is continuous: I t suffices to show v —> ||/(^OII is continuous on the unit 
sphere on Mp. Let g : M R, g(r) = r) — p{q, r ) . 
Since g is continuous, is a closed set in a compact set. And hence 
is compact. 
By Lemma 1.3, for all v on the unit sphere on Mp, 3! r G such that 
expp f{v) 二 r wi th p{p, r) < tt. So let r = r{v) be a function from the unit sphere 
on Mp to M. 
We claim that r is continuous, as we only need to show that for any convergent 
sequence Vi —> v, we have r{vi) — r(y). But this follows from the uniqueness 
argument in Lemma 1.3. 
So ||/(tOII — r{y)) is a continuous function. 
2) h is injective: Since ||/|| < i ( M ) , i t follows that “约 is injective and also 
知⑷ is. Thus it suffices to show 
Suppose X E h{BK (p)), then x = 7 ⑴ wi th 7 ( 0 ) = p and p{x,p) < | | /(7'(0))| . 
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The uniqueness argument in Lemma 1.3 together wi th Intermediate value theo-
rem gives p{x^p) < q). 
On the other hand, by the same argument, if x G h{B�(豆))，then p(x, q) < p). 
Therefore x G h{BiL{p)) implies x 运 h[BiL{^)). 
2 2 
3) h is surjective: I f p(x,p) < p{x, g), let 7 be a minimal geodesic from p to x 
such that X 二 ^ {t). By Lemma 1.3 and the argument above, there exists to > t 
such that to == |丨/(^ 011. Then clearly x G h(B仏p)). 
Be a symmetric argument, if p{x, q) < p(x,_p), then x G 
Since h is bijective continuous map between compact manifolds, i t follows 
that is a homeomorphism. 口 
1.2 Maximal Diameter Theorem 
The following theorem was proved by Toponogov. 
Theorem 1.2 Let M be a complete n-manifold such that KM > H > 0 and 
suppose that the diameter of M is equal to TT/^/H, then M is isometric to 丑， 
the sphere of curvature H . 
Proof of the theorem: Pick p, g G M in maximal distance, i.e. p{p, q)— 
n/yjH. We shall show that all normal geodesic 7(t) from p wi l l reach q at 
t = tt/a///", and therefore minimal to q. 
Let 
7i : [0,to] - ^ M , 0 < to < t t / ^ / H 
be any geodesic segment such that 71 (to) = P, and let 
72 : [0, tt/^H] — M 
be any geodesic from p to q. 
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q UJH 
Figure I f 
Applying Toponogov's Theorem: 
p(g,7i(0)) < = ^NE - to 
On the other hand, by triangle inequality: 
p(g,7i(0)) > ip(g,p) - p(p,7imi 二 tt/V^ —力0 
Therefore, 7i(0)) = t t / ^ H — to. Thus if a is a minimal geodesic from q to 
7i(0), then 
L[cr U71] 二 i ^ l y j H 
So, cr U 7i is a minimal geodesic from p to q, and hence exp^ C Mp is 
non-singular. 
(Otherwise, expp{tv) wi l l not be minimal for ||?;|| = 1 and t < -k/^H.) 
Now, let 7 is any geodesic from p to q. Take 偶 ⑴ } be the parallel orthonormal 
vector fields such that ^ i ( ^ ) = y ( t ) , then we claim that V i ( t ) = sin y /Ht-Ei { t ) , i 二 
2,…，n wi l l be the jacobi fields on 7. 
Consider the 2nd variation formula on 7 w.r.t. Vi 
(p r 
= / {Vu VyVy^,) + {R{Vr, 7) 
5=0 J 
= j � H — K(Ei, ^Ht) < 0 
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On the other hand, since 7 is a minimal geodesic from p to q, we have ^ ^ [ 7 5 ] |s=o > 
0. Therefore 
K 拖 E—H 
and since u — R{u, Ei)Ei is a real symmetric linear transformation, we have 
R[Ei, El)El 二 HEi, for i 二 2 ,…，n and hence 
R{Vi, E l ) E l = HV i = F s i n v " 丑 ⑴ . E ⑷ = 
which completes the claim. 
So by the Cartan-Ambrose-Hicks t]ieorem[CE](p.37-40),召^r/v丑(P) is isometric to 
where p G 丨 卯 . B y continuity all plane sections of M have curvature 
H, so M has constant curvature, so the universal covering space of M is isomet-
ric to S'L/S/H. On the other hand if I : ( S ? / ^丑 )歹M ^ is any isometry, then 
f = expp 0 / o e x p f i obviously extends to a homeomorphism between 丑 and 
So must be itself be isometric to 丨卯.Alternatively i t is not difficult 
to see directly that f extends to an isometry. 口 
I.3 Minimal Diameter Theorem 
Theorem 1.3(Berger) Let M be a complete, simply connected manifold such 
that l> KM >l and i{M) > vr , then 
(A) I f d{M) > TT, then M is homeomorphic to 
(B) I f d{M) = TT, then M is isomorphic to a symmetric space. 
Here, we have some remarks on the estimation on i[M). I f M is even-
dimensional, orient able and 1 > Km > 0 , then, by Klingenberg[K], i{M) > ^ = 
TT. For dim{M) is odd, i f M is simply connected and 1 > KM > > | > 0, then 
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m ) 
To prove (A) we use 3 lemmas: 
L e m m a 1.4: F ix p e M, and assume that 1 > K{a) > i / > 0 for all plane 
sections a on p. Let x, y, z G Mp be linear independent uni t vectors. Assume 
that X is not perpendicular to both y and z. Let K[x, y) denote the curvature of 
the plane spanned by x, y and suppose K(x, y) = K{x, z) = H，then K{y, z) < 1 
P r o o f : Since u R{u, x)x is symmetric linear transformation, i t is diagonal-
izable. The smallest nonzero eigenvalue of this transformation is at least H. 
Therefore if 
{u, x) = ( f , x) 二 {u, v) = 0 
and K{u, x) = H, then 
R{u, x)x = Hu, {R{u, x)x, v) =0 
Now given x, y, z above, choose u, v such that x, u, v are orthonormal and 
y = ax + bu, z = cx + du + ev 
Then since K(x, y) = K(x, z) = H, we have K(u,x)二K(u，v)=H, which implies 
x)x = Hu, R{v, x)x = Hv, R{x, u)u = Hx, R(x, v)v = Hx 
So using the formula 
〈 物 加 〉 
y 
One can compute 
� (ad — bc)2H + 鄉 + b2K(u,v)) 
z) = r 
Iblllkll -〈仏2� 
—[ad — hcf + + 62)e2]丑 + e%\K(u, v) - H) 
= 1 _ (ac + hdf 
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and using = a^ + 1, WzW^ = c^ + ti^ + e^ = 1, we have {ad — 6c)^ + e^ = 
1 — (ac + bdy. Therefore, 
物，力(丄W + e2 
S 丑+M-M2 + e2-(l-丑） 
62 
… e - 2 M — M2 + 1 ( 1 -丑) 
<H + {1-H) 
< 1 
and the equality hold if and only i f K{u,v) = 1, 二 1, and ad 二 be which 
implies a = c = 0, which completes our proof. 口 
L e m m a 1.5: Let p, q G M be chosen such that q) is maximal and 
fix V G Mq. Assume there is no minimal geodesic 7 from q to p such that 
Z (A ' , f ) < *7r, then there exist at least two minimal geodesic A, Aq from q to p 
such that 
/ ( A � 和 / ( A : , 和 I 兀 
Proof: By Lemma 1.1, we know that there must be one such geodesic, call i t A. 
Now consider the vector v — tX w i th t > 0. By the Lemma 1.1 again, there exists 
a minimal geodesic At from q to p sueh that 
{K.v-tx')>0 
But (A；, ” - tX') < 0, hence (A；, X � < 0 
As t —> 0, the collection of geodesies [A ]^ has at least a l imit point, and let i t be 
Aq. Then (A, X'^) $ 0 So 入 and A。are distinct and〈A: v) =〈Y。，V〉= 0 • 
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L e m m a 1.6: Let 1 > Km and suppose i{M) > tt. Let t i ,T2 : [0, tt] M be 
two distinct geodesies such that 
r i ( 0 ) = r 2 ( 0 ) , Ti(7r) 二 T2(7r) and Z ( t { (0 ) , r^(0)) ^ ^ 
Then for all un i t vectors 
V 二⑷0)+靖)， 
wi th a, > 0, we have 
expr^^0)7TV = Ti(7r) 
The union of the geodesies 
expr^(0)tV, 0 <t <7r 
is an imbedded tota l ly geodesic piece of surface of curvature 1. I n particular, the 
plane section spanned by t i (0),T2(0) has curvature 1. 
Proof: For t < 臺t, consider the path —『2 U n f rom t"2(臺tt) to n{t). Since this 
path is not smooth, i t has the length < tt. Similarly, for tt > t > |7r, 
p{ri{t),T2{^7r)) <7T 
Let m = 7"2(全71"), c{t) = ri{t) Therefore we can f ind c : [0, tt] —> C T ^ { M ) 
be the unique curve such that expmc{t) — c{t). Consider the rectangle a(s, t)—> 
expmsc{t). For a fixed t , the associated variation field Wt is a Jacobi field along 
the g e o d e s i c � = s — expmsc{t) w i t h Wt{l) = c'{t). Then 
Wt = d expm{sc'{t)) = s dexpm{c\t)). 
Therefore, VyWt 二 c^s). Let I : M爪 一 S饥。be a linear isometry, then a 
can be associated to the rectangle ao(t, s) —> exp^o 〇 I(sd{t)), Co{t) = expmo 〇 / � 
exp^{c{t)). There is a Jacobi field Wot w i th 
Wot(i) = "0 � ， • 具 = a � 制 y = I。帥)） 
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Since I preserves length, 
IVyWtll 二 (力)|| = ||/o5,(t)|| 二 llV^Wotl 
By Rauch I, we have, 
| |c '�II 二 � I I 
By integrating the both sides and using L[c] = L[co] 二 tt, we have 
P j \\c\t)\\ > I \\c'M\>^ 
Therefore, \\c\t)\\ = I K ⑴ | | for all t. A n d from the proof of Rauch I, we know 
that d _丨2〉0 so 
T N A T AS II WOT IP - U , SO 
二 |_丨2 � l|W�2 z�ll^tlP 二 1 
_ — I I 卿 _ ll^otll^.1 — 
So 11 Will = II Wot II. It implies that expm o / o exp'^lE is an immersion whose 
differential is an isometry at each point of E, whereE is the image of the ao{t, s). 
The image of a geodesic in E which runs from c。⑴ to co(7r) is thus a curve of 
length TT. Hence since p(c(0), c(7r)) = tt, i t is a geodesic in M. I t follows that 
expm o / o is total ly geodesic of curvature 1. This suffices to complete 
the proof. 口 
Proo f of the theorem (A) : By Maximal Diameter Theorem, we can assume 
that the diameter d{M) satisfies tt < d{M) = / < 27r. Pick p,q £ M such 
that p{p, q) 二 d[M). Suppose M can be wr i t ten as the union of open balls 
M = B^{p) U B^{q). Then 
M = Br{p) U Br{p) for some r < tt 
and we may proceed exactly as in the Sphere Theorem. Therefore assume that 
there is a point x such that p{p, x) > n and x) > tt. Let cr be a minimal 
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geodesic from p to x and choose 71 : [0, M to be a minimal geodesic from 
g to p such that Z(-j[{l),a\0)) < Let (7, a, a) determine a hinge on the 
sphere of curvature | w i th 
L[7] = L[7i], L\a] = L\CF 
and 
Then reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 1.3, we see that L[a] 二 tt, a 二 and 
p (7 i ( 0 ) , a (7 r ) )=p ( ^ (0 ) , a (7 r ) )=7 r 
Since we have equality, the rigid version of Toponogov's Theorem[CE] (p.42-50), 
applies. Thus if T i is the minimal geodesic from 万(t) to 7 i (0) , we obtain a corre-
sponding geodesic r i from a{7r) to 71(0) = q such that L [ t i ] 二 tt and 71, a, 7\ span 
an imbedded total ly geodesic piece of surface have curvature In particular, due 
to isometry: 
(2) r{(0) is in the plane spanned by c/(0) and the image of 7^(0) under parallel 
translation. 
(3) The curvature of the plane section spanned by r{(0), a'(7r) is equal to 
Since we were able to conclude that for arbitrary 71, Z(-j{(l), cr'(O)) < 去t implies 
Z(-j[(l), cr'(O)) = I t t , i t follows from Lemma 1.5 that there exists a geodesic 72 
from q to p which is distinct from 71 and such that / ( — ( / ( O ) ) = - t t . The 
above argument shows the existence of 丁2 from x to g satisfying the same three 
conditions as r ! . 
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P P 
q 1 q 
Conditions (1) and (2) imply that r{(0) + r^(0) and that 
/ (—a'(7r) ,T“0)) + ^TT, Z ( -c / (7 r ) ,T “0 ) ) + ‘ 
by considering the shaded area, lemma 1.6 implies that the curvature of section 
spanned by t‘(0),t"《(0) is equal to 1. But if r^iO) lies in the plane spanned 
by a,(7r),T“0), this contradicts (3) above. I f c/(7r), T[{0), r^(0) are linearly 
independent, then apply Lemma 1.4, i t contradicts (3). This proves (A). • 
To prove (B) we use 3 lemmas: 
Lemma 1.7: Let KM > H , and r : [0, /] ^ M be a geodesic. 
(1) I f there exists p ^ M such that 
P 觀 , " 圖 〉 Z 々 ， 
then the function p{T{t),p) does not have a weak minimum for 0 < t < 
(2) I f there exists p e M such that 
then the function does not have a weak minimum unless p{T{ t ) ,p)三 
TT_ 
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Proof: (1) Let p(r(t),_p) have a weak min imum at TO. Let A : [0, H] — M 
be a minimal geodesic from p to r ( t ) . Then {cr'(h), r'{to)) = 0. Thus cr, and 
T\[TOJ] determine a hinge w i th 7r/2. I f L[A] < ^ and TO < ^ , then using 
Toponogov's Theorem as in Lemma 3 in Sphere Theorem we find that 
< ^ 
Similarly, l - t < ^ ^ implies 
in this case. I n the same way L[(J] > ^^ implies 
p(T(0) ’p) ’p(T⑴ ,P) < P(丁(to),P) = L[a]. 
(2) Similar argument as above. 口 
L e m m a 1.8: Let 1 > i^M > | and T : [0,1]^ M be such that p(T⑴，_p)三 tt 
for 0 < ^ < Then for every min imal geodesic 7 : [0, t t ] ^ M such that 7 ( 0 ) = p 
and 7(71") = r (0 ) we have 
〈 7 V ) y ( 0 ) 〉 = 0. 
Proof: The idea of the proof is to construct the family of geodesic along 7, by 
using the first variation formula. 
Let ae be a minimal geodesic from p to r(e). Then by the first variation 
formula {A'{TT), T'{e)) = 0. Let cr ： [0, tt] M be a geodesic such that is a 
l imi t a point of {cr^(O)}. Then 
CT⑷=T(0),〈J乂朴 T(0)〉=0 
Let E{t) be the parallel field along a generated by t ' (0 ) . Consider the curve 
he = expa{t)^sin{^t)E{t). 
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By Ranch I I , comparing w i t h a sphere of curvature L[h^] < tt, and the he are 
geodesic. Therefore there is a Jacobi field J along a such that 
J(0) = 0, J(7r) 二丑(TT) 二 
Let c : (—e, e) 一 Mp be such that 
I|c(5)|| - TT, 5(0) = 7r/(0), dexpp c\0) = J(7r) 二 /(O). 
Set c{s) = exppc{s). Since i{M) > tt, we have p{c{s),p) = tt, Therefore by the 
first variat ion formula, for any min imal geodesic 7 f rom p to c(0) 二 r (0 ) we have 
_y(o)�二�7'(o)y(o)�二 0. 口 
L e m m a 1.9: Let 1 > X m > i d{M) = tt, and let 7 : [0,7r] M be a 
normal geodesic. Let v e My(冗）be such that there exists some Jacobi field J 
along 7 w i t h J(0) = 0 and J(7r) = v. Then if E{t) is the parallel field along 7 
generated by v, ^m\tE{t) is a Jacobi field along 7. I n part icular, the curvature 
of the plane section spanned by 7 ' ⑴ and E(t) satisfies 
K 隐 卿 三 I 
Proof: Let c : (—e, e) —> M constructed as in the proof of the Lemma 1.8 such 
that 
c(0) = T ( 0 ) , c\0) = V. 
Let Te ： [0, Q — Af be the unique minimal geodesic f rom c(0) to c(e)。By 
Lemma 4(2) and the assumption that d[M) 二 TT, i t follows that p{T^{s),p)三 TT 
for 0 < s < k- By Lemma 1.8 i t follows that〈t"“0)，7'(7r)〉= 0 and by 
the proof of that lemma , s in^ tE^{ t ) is a Jacobi field along 7 where E^{t) is 
the parallel field generated by Let t ing e — 0,r,'(0) v, and by con-
t inu i ty sin^tE{t) is a Jacobi field. Therefore, by Jacobi equations, we have 
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K 跳 _ 二 働 他 _ 二 I 口 
Proof of the theorem (B): let 7 : [0,tt] M be a normal geodesic, since 
i(M) > 7r,7 is minimal. Let denote the space of Jacobi fields along 7 van-
ishing at 7(0),7(7r). Since 1 > KM, by using the second variation formula on 
expy(t)sJ(t), J{t) G the elements of are of the form esintF{t), where F{t) 
is a parallel fields and F{t))三 1. By Lemma 1.9, the space Im of Jacobi 
fields vanishing at 7 ( 0 ) splits up as where the member of ^1/4 are of the 
form sin\tE(f). Since \ and 1 are eigenvalues of the symmetric transformation 
X we have 
〈迅/4,迅〉三0 
and the decomposition ^ = ^1/4 is unique. Therefore i t agrees w i th the 
corresponding decomposition for 7|[to, tt + to] for 0 <to < n. I n this way we see 
that the decomposition 9 =这 1 ① extends for all values of t. Now let /？⑴） 
denote the local geodesic symmetric about 7 ( 0 ) . I f J is a Jacobi field along 7 
such that J(0) = 0, then i t is easily to see 
Thus dl侧 preserves ^1/4 and clearly , restricted to these subspaces, i t is 
norm preserving. I t follows that I懒 is a local isometry. Hence，since M is 
simply connected, M is a symmetric space. 口 
Chapter 2 
A Differentiable Sphere Theorem 
In the chapter we wi l l show that there exist a constant S such that if M is a 
(^-pinched simply connected manifold, then M is diffeomorphic to a standard 
sphere. I t is known that for n 二 7 there exist an exotic sphere(a manifold which 
is homeomorphic, but not diffeomorphic to the standard sphere.) which has non-
negative sectional curvature. (We wi l l discuss i t in chapter 4.) 
The main point of the Sphere Theorem is to show that any Riemannian man-
ifold which is homeomorphic to S can be wri t ten as two embedded balls. 
The following proofs are from [CE]Ch.7 
To study the differentiable case, we wi l l refine the condition as follow: 
Let B；^  C W denote the ball of radius r. 
2.1 Definitions 
Definit ion 2.1 A smooth manifold is called a twisted sphere if there are 
two smooth embeddings h i , /i2 : Bi+e — M'^ such that 
/ii(Bf) U /i2(Sf) = M^, n /i2(B?) 二 0. 
In the sphere theorem, i t shows that a twisted sphere is homeomorphic to a 
standard sphere. Let = we want to add some condition on the gluing 
27 
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map f = o hi : S几—工—S。—i such that the manifold becomes diffeomorphic 
to standard sphere. 
Defin i t ion 2.2 A diffeomorphism f is said to be isotopic to a differeomor-
phism g i f there exists a smooth 1—parameter family of diffeomorphism Ft w i th 
Fo = / and Fi = g. 
2.2 Preliminary results not related to curvature 
Some results are given by below: 
Theorem 2.1 Let M"" be a twisted sphere. I f f is isotopic to the identity, 
then M'^ is diffeomorphic to the standard sphere S几. 
Proof: Let、(B5^+J U、(B5"+J = S几 denote the usual covering of S、i.e. J12 is 
hi followed by reflected in the equator. Then f o r l - e < t < l + € and y G S 几一工， 
we have 
h;io~hAty�= {2-t)y. 
So，it wi l l suffice to find a cover of M ^ by embeddings ki : such that 
k ; � h { f y �二 (2-t)y. 
Then we may define a diffeomorphism H M ^ 一 by setting / / |A:“B?+J = 
K o K^-
In order to produce the ki, hi must be suitably modified. Set 
Vi 二 dh人I), TVei = /H W+ei -
Choose €1 sufficiently small so that N^^ C /i2(lB?+e) and such that on N^^ we 
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have 
(*) �||)<0, V2m\x)\\)<0 
Let a : [0,1] — [0,1] satisfy 
a{0) = 0, a ( l ) = 1，a'{0) = c / ⑴ = 0 , a'{x) > 0 
Define a vector field W on N^^ by 
W{hi{ty)) = (1 — a{u))Vi - a{u)V2 
where u = t /2e i - (1 - ei) /2ei Define vector fields on ) a n d on 
"2 W U iV j by 
- (1 — s)Vi + gV^ V ( (1 - s)V2 — 
K 乂 二 {{l-s)V^ + sW){\\h^\x)\\y 乂"二 {{I - s)V2 - sW)m\x)\\y 
(*). guarantees that the denominators above do not vanish. Let 如,s,z denote 
the integral curve of w i th 功二,“0) = z. Define hi,s =也，s，z⑴，where t is 
defined by hi{x) 二 hi,o(:r)=么，o，z⑴.Using V i ,s { \ \K \x ) \ \ ) = 1 〉 0 , i t follows 
that hi,six) = 。"「1)。hi is embedding and "i，“al^) = "2，3(召®?). Set 
fs = 。"mIs--1. Then 
"ij�"i’i(印）二 giy,他iv), 
where 
g : X [ 1 - ei, 1 + ei] — x [1 — ei，1 + e!: 
is a suitable smooth function w i th | f < 0. Let / % ’ t ) : x [0.1 + ei] — IR+ 
be a smooth function such that 
dd t o<t< i(i-6i) 
况 g{y.2-t) 1 - €1 < t < 1 + ei 
、 
Set 
八 A A 
hi 二 /ii’i, h2{ty) = h2,i{P{y,t)y), f = fi 
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Finally, let 0 < r i < rs < 1 - ei, and let Ft : S几—丄 x [0,1] -> S^"^ be an isotopy 
A 
w i th Fo 二 id, Fi 二 F. Set ki = hi and define k: by 
‘k i ty ) 0 < t < ri 
k2{ty) = h2{tFaiuo){y)) ri<t<r2 




r*2 - n ”2 — n 
and a is the function defined previously. Then 
Jqi o k,{ty) = o h 认 ty) = k^' o � ( ( 2 — t)f{y)) = (2 — t)y. 
This suffices to complete the proof. 口 
Theorem 2.2 Let f : 工 b e a diffeomorphism of the unit sphere. 
I f for all y G S几一i, v 6 S口一、||叫| = 1, we have 
p(y, f{y)) < ^tt, II'" — dfy{v)\\ < 1, 
then f is isotopic to the identi ty map. 
Remark : The theorem is not as sharp as possible; see Sugimoto et al. [1971] [SSK • 
To measure — df{v)\\ we translate v and df{v) to the origin. 
Proof: Since y and f { y ) are not antipodal, the map 
ft{y) 二 expy{t exp-^fiy)) 
is well-defined and smooth. I t suffices to check that f t is a diffeomorphism for 
each t. To do this we just have to check that dft is nonsingular. Let (^(5) be a 
curve on S几—1 such that 
= u, ip\0) 二 
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Since t ft{^{s)) is a geodesic, i t follows that dft{v) = £ft{^{s)) is a Jacobi 
field Z(t) along ft{u). Set f3 二 f ) � y , f{y)). I f ^ = 0, then 
Z(t) 二 tdfiv) + (1 — t)v. 
Clearly, Z{t) + 0 unless dfy{v) = -kv for some A; > 0. Bu t then, i f \\v\\ = 1，we 
have 11^; — dfy{v)\\ > 1. So assume that /3 • 0. Then 
Z{t) = {at + b)T{t) + {c sin pt)E + {d cos pt)F, 
where T⑴=羞（/“")），and E,F are perpendicular to T ( t ) . Now if Z(to) = 0 
for some to, clearly E / / F . Since for 0 < ^ < 1 and 0 < < ^tt we have 
sin i3t, cos f3t > 0, i t follows that c and d have opposite signs, as do b and a + b. 
Since 
Z(0) — Z( l ) = 6T(0) — (a + 6)T(1) + {d- csmp)E 
and (T(0) ,T(1) ) > 0, clearly 
I 卜-dfy{v)\\ 二 ||Z(0) — Z{1)\\ > ||Z(0)|| 二 1, 
which is a contradiction. Thus Z{t) does not vanish. 口 
In order to verify the hypothesis of Theorem 2.2 i t w i l l be helpful to have 
following result. 
Theorem 2.3 There exists a function /i(e) > 0 satisfying = 0 and 
the following property. Let f : be a diffeomorphism such that for 
al l IMI = 1: 
(2)there exists yo G S几—丄 such that p{yoJ{yo)) < e and for all yi w i t h 
p(yo, yi) = I t t we have p (饥 , f { y i ) ) < e. 
Then for all y we have p{y, f{y)) < fi{e). 
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Proof: We wi l l need the "cosine law" from spherical trigonometry. Consider 
a geodesic triangle wi th the sides A, B, C and opposite angle a, 7 on the sphere 
S〜of curvature S. Then 
(3) cos aVS = cos bVS . cosCy/3 + sin B\fl. sin C V ^ . cos a 
I t suffices to assume y is not antipodal to yo. Let yi be the mid-point of the 
geodesic segment which goes from yo to its antipodal point and passing through 
y. Consider the triangle wi th vertices y o J { y ) , y and the triangle wi th vertices 





Applying (3) gives 
cos p{y, f{y)) = cos p("o，y) cos p(?/o, f{y)) + sin p{yo, y) sin p(训，f{y)) cos 6. 
Also, 
cosp(yi, f{y)) = sin^(yo, / ( " ) ) cos6>. 
Combine the above equations we have: 
(4) cos p{y J(y)) = cosp{yo, y) cosp(2/o, f{y)) + sinp(?/o, y) cos p{ijiJ{y)) 
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Now by triangle inequality, 
|p(?/o, f{y)) — p(/ (yo), f{y))\ < p{yo.f{yo)) 
\p{yum) — P(f(y),f{yi))\ < fKyi,/(奶)） 
Using (1) and (2) of the hypothesis, the above inequlities imply 
(6) \p{yiJ{y))-{l±e)p{y,yi)\<e 
Subsituting (5)(6) into (4) and using ^tt - p{yo,y) = ±P(y,yi) gives 
cos p{y, f{y)) ^ cos p{yo, y) cos[(l士e)p(抓 ^ )+e ]+s in p(yo, v) cos[±((l+e)(臺 7r-p(yo，？/)))+£.. 
Using 
cos(^7r-yo(yo,?/)) 二 sinp(2/o，y)，cosV(2/o, ?/) + s inV(yo, ?/) = 1, 
this clearly suffices to complete the proof. 口 
2.3 Preliminary result related to the curvature 
Those results in the previous section are purely topological. To apply those 
results, we w i l l need the following estimate, which compares the behavior of a 
Jacobi field on a (5-pinched manifold w i th that if a Jacobi field on the unit sphere. 
We introduce the notat ion K{6) for any positive decreasing function defined on 
(0,1) whose l imi t as — 1 is 0. 
Theorem 2.4 Suppose l > KM > ^ > Let 7 : [0,t] M be a normal 
geodesic and J be a Jacobi field along 7 w i th J(0) = 0 and (J, 7 ' ) 三 S e t 
卿 ) ) 二 琳 
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Then for 0 < t < tt, 
\\J{t) — sint丑⑴II S (1 — S)(e' — 1 — t)\\J\0)\\ = K{S). 
Proof: Set Z{t) == sin tE(t) and 二 J — Z. The Jacobi equation for J may 
be wr i t ten in matr ix form as a first-order system 
— "1 / 「 R* — 
J 0 1 J 
J' -Rt 0 J , ‘ 
— � I— � L —' 
where Rt{v) 二 R{v,i{t))i{t). Also, Z satisfies 
r —I / r * —I I— — 
Z 0 / Z 
7/ -I 0 Z' 
• � L. J L J 
Then 
r / p " i r " i r n r 一 
W 0 1 W 0 I J 
二 + 
-I 0 W I-Rt 0 J' 
_ 」 L J L J L 
r "1 「 n 「 _ 
0 / W 0 二 + 
-I 0 J [ J [ ( / - Rt)丄 
Notice that for x of unit length, 
1 — {Rt{x), x) = l~ {R{x., x) <1-6. 
Since x 一 R{x广('Y/ is self-adjoint, i t follows that 
|/ - B.t\\ <1-S 
Then by the above , and using 丨|'"||' < ||'i/||, 
r 1 ' r "1 z r n 
w w w 
< < + ( 1 — ( 5 ) 1 1 / ( 0 ) 1 1 力， 
L 」 」 L J 
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since by Ranch I(comparing wi th R”， 
\\J{t)\\ < \\f{0)\\t. 
Since 1^(0) = 1^ (0 ) = 0, integrating the above gives 
\ W ^ 1 o f^ W 
< { i - s ) w m + / ds. 
2 Jo 
Iterating the estimate yields 
� l y 1 /2 fi ft rs lY 
2(1 — + … + 八0)11+ / / … …心. 
\Yf ni Jo Jo 
Let 「 
M = max 
[CM] W ' 
Then the second term on the right is smaller than Mt叫[n — 1)!. Thus lett ing 





2.4 Differentiable Sphere Theorem 
We are now state our main result. 
Theorem 2.5 There exists 1 > S > ^ such that if M ^ is a complete simply 
connected Riemannian manifold satisfying 1 > KM > then M几 is diffeomor-
phic to the n-sphere 
In order to prove this theorem we wi l l need three lemmas. We begin by 
recalling the proof the Sphere Theorem. I t was shown that for p,q e M•几 at 
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maximal distance and any normal geodesic r emanating from p there exist a 
unique value to such that 
丢T < p{r{to),p) 二 "0(to，g)) < ^tt. 
The set of such 丁 ⑷ is precisely the set E of the points which are equidistant 
from p and q. Set 
PpO) = x), Pq{x) 二 x). 
Since i{M) > tt, Pp, Pq are smooth in a neighborhood oi E = {pp — Since 
gradpp 二 T'(to) and gradpq = r^(to), where tq is the unique normal minimal 
geodesic f rom q to tq, i t follows that 0 is a regular value of Pp - Pq and E is a 
smooth sub-manifold. I t follows easily from the first variation formula that the 
tangent space E * ) of E consists of the hyperplane of vectors making equal angle 
w i th -T\to) and — T h e map %{x) = exp;\x)/\\exp;\x)\\ is smooth on 
- p; is given by r( to) — ？(0). If w e £V(t。)，and 
Z{t) = J{t) + atT 
is the unique Jacobi field along r such that Z(0) 二 0 and Z{to) 二 w, then 
d%{w) 二 J乂0). In particular d%, are nonsingular. Hence are 
diffeomorphisms from E to S几].Then 
to = ^p^ 二 Pg 〇 
is a smooth function of r ' (0) and of r^(0). We now have easily: 
L e m m a 2.1 Let M ^ be as in Theorem 2.5. Then M ^ is a twisted sphere. 
Proof : Let 
1 1 
• [0，1] X [-TT, -7r/\/S] M 
be a smooth function satisfying 瓷〉0 and 
t, 0<t<\, 
= 
[ t s , f < t < l . 
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Choose isometries 
/ i : ( r ) o 4 M";，/2 : ( r ^ o — 
Ident i fy IR^ w i t h (R^)o and set 
綱 二 Pp O 屯广(/l � / l l ^ i ) ,懒 = P , O � � / I I 工 I I ) . 
Define 
hi{x) 二 exppT^t為0))/i0)>2� 二 expg77(力為(:r))/20)-
Then for sufficiently small e i t follows that satisfy the condit ion of 
twisted sphere. 口 
Fix a min imal geodesic 7 f rom p to q and I as above. Let sy denote reflection 
in the hyperplane perpendicular to where d = p{p,q)- From now on, we 
wi l l always choose h 二 sy。〇 / i . Note that i f M几 is actually S几 and dhi 二 U, 
then this choice coincides w i th the standard covering of S^ used in theorem 2.1. 
Let g = % o denote the map defined my T'(0) r^(0). Then since 
77(1, s) = s, we see that 
/(X) = O /ll|§n-l 
- / - W - i e x p 身 测 ） 
2 (exPg 1 1綱丨丨 ) 
二 I f l ogol^ 
=/l—1 o o s；/ o g o l h 
Since are isometries, we have 
11/ — 1|| 二 ll/i—i o O 5；/ ogoI,-l\\ 
二 IP)—1 o o g -1\ 
=l-Sy o P^ — g\ 
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and for al l y, 
\dfy — 1|| = Wsy O p广 dgy\ 
Therefore, to estimate | | / — 1|| and \\df - 1||, i t suffice to estimate 
|sy O P] — g\\, ||sy oR^ — dgy\ 
I n fact, we w i l l estimate 
�PrU-To — 9\l Ikr^�^TU-tq — dgy\ 
for any r. 
L e m m a 2.2: Let M ^ be as in the theorem and let ？(0) G Then 
办 T'(o): (s;—i)T'(o) — (sr^)^o(o) 
satisfies 
O 尸RU-TO — < 
Proof: Consider the geodesic triangle w i t h vertices at p,q and r(to)=『。(力。). 
Then tt < q) < i^jy/S and ^tt < to < We begin by estimating 
/ (—(力0) , -T^( to)) = ^ by use of Toponogov's theorem. The comparison triangle 
on S??^/, for which 9 is maximal, has side lengths 7t/2^S, 7r/2^J，tt. Applying 
cosine law on the sphere with curvature = S gives the estimate 
Let V e (Sg—i)r'(o), Ibll 二 1, let Z{t) = J{t) + atT be the Jacobi field such that 
J(0) 二 0, J乂0) == V and X{to) G E * � . Let Zo{t) be the Jacobi field such that 
Zo{0) = 0,Zo{to) = Z{to). 
Then since Er(to) makes equal angles w i th —?(力•) and r^(to), i t follows that 
Zo{t) = J o � + atTo(t), IIJ(力0)11 = 11她)ll. 
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I t follows from the remarks preceding Lemma 2.1 that 
dgr'{o){y) = o^(O)-
Moreover,(1) implies 
(2) |a| <cos^7r^/6 = K{6). 
Now by Rauch I, we have the estimate 
|Jo(to)|| = ||J(to)|| < sm{toy^S). 
Similarly, 
(sin力o)IK(0)ll < ll^ o(to)||-
Combining these gives 
||J^(0)|| < sin—1(兀/2V》< 1 + 
By theorem 4 and above we have 
II sin亡0五(q —八力0)11 < 
(3) II Jo(to) — sintoEoito) — J{to)\\ < K{d){l + K{6)) = K⑷， 
where 
E⑴=Pr(t)(J'(0)), Eo{t) = Pt。⑷(石(0)). 
Since, d g , ) ( v } = J 湖 , w e have 
(4) \\PrU-ro{v) — dgr'iO){v)\\ = —丑0(力0)||. 
But since Z{to)=恥o), we have 
Isintolll^(^o) — Eo{to)\\ < \\smtoE{to) — + || 割 to) — sin to 五o(to)|| 
< II sin to 丑 ( M — «^力0)|| + ||Jo(^ o) 
+ \a\\to\\\To{to)-作0)1 • 
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Using (3) to estimate the first two terms on the right-hand side and (2) to 
estimate the th i rd gives 
|s in to | | | ^ ( to ) -^o( to ) | | < K{S). 
This estimate together wi th (4) and ^tt < to < completes the proof. 
• 
Lemma 2.3: Let M ^ be as in the theorem and let T'(0) G S厂 i . Then, for 
u = r ' (0) or {u, T\0)) = 0, we have 
o P — o ⑷ 二 S K ⑷ . 
Proof: I f 二 r ' (0), then the estimate is obvious from Lemma 2.2. So suppose 
{u, T'{0)) = 0. Let E{t) = i^T⑴(u) and define s。by 
expp SQU = expgp(u). 
Set 
c{t) =expT� soE�{). 
We use a corollary of Ranch I I to compare the length of c to that of the corre-
sponding curve, which is a circle of latitude, on the sphere S^/^^. This gives the 
estimate 
则 二 W 巧 = & 0 S 
where to 二 財t]，and using |7r < Sq < 命，we have (1) L[c] < K{6). Let Eo⑴ 
be the parallel field along tq such that Bo(to) is the vector perpendicular to T^(to) 
which makes the smallest angle wi th B(to). Then if 
Co⑴ 二 expT(o soBo(t) 
as above , we have (2) L[co] < Now since = ^ r u - r o M , 
to > Til2y/5 and d{M) > i{M) > vr, applying the Toponogov's theorem and 
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spherical geometry on the S^^J^, we have 
惠 ) ) M 兩 , 福 ） 
2 cos I . ) 、 
The second inequality comes from comparing the geodesic triangle w i th length 
7r,7r/2A/5,7r/2v"(5，and therefore, 
為(u),五0(0)) = Z(E(to), Bo(to)) <7r-7r^S = 7r(l — 讽 
Again, using the Toponogov's theorem to give the estimates 
(3) p ( e x p * ) so£;(t。)，expT(t。) so五o(力。)）< (VV�兀(1 — V^)=冗⑷ 
p(exp一尸 tu- t。⑷ ,exp^o丑0(0)) < ( 1 / V W — V^) = 
Adding (1), (2), and ⑶ gives 
P(EXPP SQU, exPg SoPrU-ro (u)) < 
Therefore 
p(expg Sog{u),exPq SoPrU-roH) < K{S) 
Now choose K{6) from above to be smaller than 27r(l — Then the 
minimal geodesic a from exp^ Sog{u) to expg 5oPru-roW is contained in Bpi{q). 
Set Q = Pru - roM) - Since z(M) > tt, we may apply a corollary of Rauch 
I, comparing w i th S?，and cosine law on sphere to get 
K{5) > cos—i(cos2 7R/2Y/D + sin^ 7T/2^/S COS A) 
Therefore 
a < cos-1 ——/9 / / ) < 糊 
sin TT/z^d 
This suffices to complete the proof 口 
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Proof of the theorem: By the Lemma 2.1, M ^ is a twisted sphere. By 
Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 we have for any r , 
(1) I I " ; o p 务 J I ⑶ ( 5 ) 
(2) ||5； O P 务 丁 0 — dgr^ ^0)\\ < 
Thus, if is the minimal geodesic from p to q, (2) says in particular 
( 3 ) \\s'^oP^-g\\<K{5). 
Restricting to S：^、、and adding (1), (2), (3) to gives 
(4) 办?(0)" 
Therefore (3) and (4) imply that 
\\f-l\\<K{S), \\dfy-l\\<K{5) 
So for 6 sufficiently close 1, K{6) w i l l be so small that f satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 2.2. Then f is isotopic to the identity and by Theorem 2.1, M ^ is 
diffeomorphic to gn—i. 口 
Chapter 3 
The fundamental equations of 
Riemannian submersions 
Given a riemannian submersion, we wi l l study the relation between the sectional 
curvatures of the fiber, the total space and the base space. In this chapter we wi l l 
work on the induced covariant derivatives on the fiber and that on the base space 
algebraically. And finally we can calculate the curvature tensors w i th respect to 
the fiber and the base space. 
The followings are from [O • 
3.1 Definitions 
Let M and B be Riemannian manifolds, tt : M — B is a onto map and 兀—丄⑷ is 
a fiber of 6 in M 
Defini t ion 3.1 A vector field on M is vertical if i t is always tangent to fibers, 
horizontal if i t is always orthogonal to the fibers. 
Definition 3.2 A onto map TT : M — B is a Riemannian submersion if 
51 TT has maximal rank; that is, each derivative map tt* of tt is onto. 
52 TT* preserves length of horizontal vectors. 
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For study the submersion, we would define two tensors to describe the charac-
ter of submersion, one of which is the second fundamental form of all the fibers. 
Our purpose is to find the analogues, for a submersion, of the Gauss and Codazzi 
equations. And thus, in particular , to find the relations between the Riemannian 
curvatures of M , B , and the fibers 
3.2 The fundamental tensors T and A 
For a submersion n : M ^ B,letH and V denotes the projections of the tan-
gent spaces of M onto the subspace of horizontal and vertical vectors respectively. 
The letters U, V, W wi l l always denote vertical vector field, and X, Y, Z horizontal 
fields. 
The second fundamental form of all fibers 兀—丄⑷ gives rise a tensor field T on 
M , defined for arbitrary vector fields E and F by 
TEF 二 nVvE(vF) + vVvEinF), 
where V is the covariant derivative of M . I t is easy to check that T is a (1,2) 
tensor. And there are three properties of T which wi l l be frequently used: 
1. A t each point, TE is a skew-symmetric linear operator on the tangent space 
of M, and i t reverses the horizontal and vertical subspace. 
2. T is vertical; that is, T丑二Ty五. 
3. For vertical vector fields , T has the symmetry property TYW 二 7 V K 
This last fact, well-known for second fundamental forms, follows immediately 
from the integrability of the vertical distribution. 
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To define the other tensor A mentioned in the introduction, we simply dualize 
the definition of T by reversing H and V. Thus 
AEF = VVuEinF) + HVnEiVF), 
Again A is a (l,2)-tensor, and it has the following properties: 
r . A t each point, AE is a skew-symmetric linear operator on the tangent space 
of M, and it reverses the horizontal and vertical subspace. 
2'. A is horizontal; that is, ；二 
3,. For horizontal vector fields , A has the alternation property AxY 二 —Ay^X. 
(Then last property wi l l be established in the proof of lemma 3.2.) 
In computations wi th tensor equations, we are free to choose the vector fields. 
For the purpose of relating the geometry of M to that of B, the natural choice is 
as follow: 
Definit ion 3.3 A vector field X on M is basic if X is horizontal and 7r-related 
to a vector field X^ on B. 
Actually, every vector field on B has a unique horizontal l i f t X to M , and 
X is basic. Thus X ^ is a one-to-one correspondence between basic vector 
fields on M and vector fields on B. 
This correspondence preserves brackets, inner products, and covariant deriva-
tives to the following extent: 
Lemma 3.1 If X and Y are basic vector fields on M, then 
1. (X, Y) = {X* ,n )o7r , 
2. H is the basic vector field corresponding to [ X , K ] , 
3. HVXY is the basic vector field corresponding to 
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Proof: The first statement follows from SI, the second from the identity 
7T^[X,Y] 二 [X*，y*]. And the th i rd one follows from the standard formula for 
Riemannian covariant derivative in terms of inner products and brackets. In fact, 
for a basic vector field Z, 
2 ( V x y , Z) = X ( y , Z ) X ) — y ) - ( x , [ r , z])+(r, [z, x ]〉+ ( z , [ x , y ] ) 
And, for example, X{Y, Z) = 么〉。 r^) - X*〈l；, Z.) o i W i t h similar ar-
gument for brackets, this shows that the right hand side of the equation is equal 
to Z)o7r. I t follows that V x Y is 7r-related to hence H V x Y 
is basic and corresponds to V ^ K ) 口 
Now we show that A is essentially the integrability tensor of the horizontal 
distribution Ti on M . 
Lemma 3.2 I f X and Y are horizontal vector fields, then AxY == ！ Y • 
Proof: Since [X, Y] = VXV — V y X , we have the relation V[X, Y] = AXY — 
A y X . Thus it suffices to prove the alternation property 3', or equivalently, 
AxX = 0. We may assume X is basic, hence that 0 二 V"〈X，X〉二 2〈VvX,X〉 
for any vertical vector field 1/. But [V，X] is vertical, since V is 7r-related to the 
zero vector field. Therefore 
0 = = NXV、X) 二 -{V^XX) = -{V^AXX) 
Since A x X is vertical, the result follows. 口 
The followings are the relations of T and A to the covariant derivatives. 
Lemma 3.3 Let X and Y be horizontal vector fields, and V and W vertical, 
be the covariant derivatives on M and the fiber f ' \ b ) respectively {leVyW = 
W v W ) , then: 
1 . SJyW = TvW + VvW 
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2. VyX = nVvX + TyX, 
3. V X L / 二 如 \ / + VVXV^， 
4. SJXY = N V X Y + AXY-
Furthermore, if X is basic, HVYX = AXV-
Remark: The final assertions follows as above from the fact that [V’ X ] is 
vertical when X is basic. In the right-hand side of the four equations, the first 
terms are horizontal, and only four of the eight terms are tensorial. 
3.3 Covariant derivatives of T and A 
In this section, we want to determine the covariant V T and V A to which these 
derivatives are "algebraic", that is, depend only T and A without intervention of 
other covariant derivatives or of curvature. 
l emma 3.4 I f X and Y are horizontal and V and W are vertical, then 
(VvA)w = 一Atvh/，(VxT)v 二 —TKXI^ 
(VxA)w = (VvT)r = -Tt^v 
Proof: Just use the definition of the covariant derivatives of tensor. For 
example, if E is an arbitrary vector field, then 
{VvA)wE 二 Vv^OlvK丑)—A^^ywE 一 Aw{^vE) 
But since A is horizontal, the two outer terms vanish, and in the remaining term, 
V v W can be replaced by HVyW = TyW. 口 
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{ W f T ) e and { V f A ) e are skew symmetric and linear, since T丑 and Ae are 
skew symmetric linear operators at each point, but the following lemma shows 
that, in general, they lose the property of reversing horizontal and vertical vectors. 
L e m m a 3.5 I f X is a horizontal and U, V, W are vertical, then 
((VuA)xV,W} = {TuV,AxW) - {TuW,AxV) 
From our definition, T and A are dual under reversal of horizontal and vertical 
vector. However, the alternation and symmetry properties are generally lost 
under covariant differentiation; the following lemma shows the case. 
L e m m a 3.6 I f X and Y are horizontal, and V and W are vertical, then 
1. y) is alternate in X and F , 
2. { { S / E T ) V W , X ) is symmetric in V and W. 
Proof: Just expend the covariant derivatives, and use properties of T and A 
We are now reduced to just four types of covariant derivatives of T and A, 
namely 
� ( • • ^ W � ( V z T V 明 ， { ( y w T ) u V . X ) 
wi th the usual notation for horizontal and vertical vector fields. And for the first 
type, we have the following identity: 
Lemma 3.7 I f V is vertical, and C denotes the cyclic sum of over the hori-
zontal vector fields X , F, Z、then 
卯 V z 彻 Y ， ^ 二 C〈如y，Tv外 
P r o o f : Since this is a tensor equation, we can assume that X , F, Z are basic, 
and even that all three brackets [X,Y],... are vertical. Thus, Y] 二 A x K . so 
that 
-([[X, y], Z], V) = {[AxY^ Zl V) 二〈•"YZ，V —〈Vz(如>0，y) 
2 
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where V is vertical. But 
{VA.YZ,V) = {TA^yZ^V) = -{Z^TA^YV) 
= - ( Z , T v ( A x r ) } 二 {TyZ.AxY)-
Hence, by Jacobi identity, C{Vz{AxY), V) 二 Ci^TyZ, AxY)- Thus i t remains to 
show that C{Vz{AxY).V) = C{{VzA)xY.V). But 
(*) {VziAxY), V) - {{\/zA)xy. V) 二�Avz^^y，V) + {AxiVzY). V)-
Basic properties of A show that the first term on the right hand side equals 
-Arin^zX), V), and since we assume that [X, y ] = 0’ this becomes 
-{AY{nWxZ),V) 
, f r om which the projection H may now be deleted. Thus, when C is applied to 
(*), the result follows. 口 
3.4 Fundamental equations and O'NeilPs formu-
las 
This section we wi l l t ry to find out the Gauss and Codazzi equation of a Rieman-
nian submersion. There are five equations which we number as { n } , where n 二 
0,1,2, 3,4 is the number of horizontal vectors in curvature tensor〈Re而五4〉， 
the others being vertical. The order in which horizontal and vertical vectors are 
interspersed is not essential; because of the symmetric of the curvature tensor, 
the five equations wi l l completely determine the curvature of M. 
The first two equations describe the relation between geometry of M and that 
of the fibers tt—1(6). They are the Gauss and Codazzi equations of the fibers. If 
V1,V2,V3,V4 are vertical vectors at a point m € M , let〈兵例”2仍，〜〉be the curva-
ture tensor of the fiber 7r_i(7r(m)) at m. 
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Theorem 3.1 I f [/, V, W, F are vertical vector fields, and X is horizontal, 
then 
{0} {RuvW, F) = {RuvW, F) — {TuW.TyF) + {TyW^TuF), 
{1 } {RuvW, X) =〈(VVr)c7"^,X〉— {{VuT)vW,X). 
The proof is the same for a single submanifold. 
Next we study the equations relating the geometry of M and B. We wi l l cal-
culate the horizontal l i f t of the curvature tensor R* of B. That is, if / i i , /12,如，K 
are horizontal tangent vectors of M, we set 
where hi* 二 n j j i i ) . 
Theorem 3.2 I f X , Y, Z, H are horizontal vector fields, and V is vertical, 
then 
{ 4 } {RXYZ. H) = {R^XYZ. H) - 2{AXY. AZH) — {AZY, AXH) + ( A ^ X , AyH), 
{3} {RxyZ.V) 二 + {AxY.TyZ) - {AyZ^TyX) - {AzX^TyY). 
Proof: Since {4 } and {3 } are tensor equations, we can assume that X, Y, Z 
are basic vector fields and whose bracket are vert ical Then computing the vertical 
and horizontal parts of RxyZ, the result follows. 口 
Now we state the last of the five equations. 
Theorem 3.3 If X and Y are horizontal vector fields, V and W are vertical, 
then 
{2} (RxvV, W) = ( ( V x T ) v W , Y } + ( ( V v A ) x y , W } - ( T v X , T w V } - ^ ( A x V , A y W } . 
The proof is similar to the proof in the preceding theorem. 口 
Moreover, by the first Branch's identity, which gives an alternative formula of 
{2} : 
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{2，} {RvwX, Y ) = {{VvA)xy. W) — ((VwA)xy, V) + (^xK AyW) 
-{AxW.AyV) — {TyX, TwY) + (TwX.TyT). 
The following corollary give us the formula related to the sectional curvatures of 
and the fibers. 
Theorem 3.4: (O'Nei l l 's formulas) Let tt : M 5 be a submersion, and 
let K,K”R be the sectional curvature of M , B and the fibers. Pat denotes the 
tangent plane spanned by a and b. I f x and y are horizontal vectors, and v and 
w are vertical at a point of M , then 
1 \ _ i r r p � -
丄 . K (尸幻^^) 二 八 ( fmy j — \\vAwp , 
丄八（rJCV) 二 ， 
3. K{P,y) 二 — where 二 兀*(:r)-
Chapter 4 
A study on exotic spheres 
A manifold is an exotic sphere if i t is homeomorphic, but not diffeomorphic to 
a standard sphere. The first exotic sphere was constructed by John Mi lnor [M . 
And Gromoll and Meyer produced the first example of an exotic sphere {GM-
sphere)[GM] w i th a metric of non-negative sectional curvature. The following are 
the details: 
4.1 Construction of Milnor sphere 
For any m, n e Z, we may consider 
J ( m , n ) 二 (M' X §3) u ” n (R^ x 
where f 戲:(R^ _ Q) x (M^ - 0) x identifies two copies of (M^ - 0) x 
which defined as 
where u, q are quaternions. According to Milnor[M], whenever m + n = 1, J (m, n) 
is homeomorphic to S?, and the differentiable structure is exotic if (m - n)^ 1 
mod 7. Given m + n 二 1, the following table is the relation between m and 
(m — n)2 mod 7: 
52 
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m 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
( m - n ) 2 mod 7 1 1 2 4 0 4 2 
Therefore, J(2, - 1 ) is a Mi lnor sphere. 
4.2 Construction of GM-sphere (E^) 
The construction below is followed f rom[GM 
Let Sp{n) be the group of symplectic n x n quaternion matrices: 
Sp{n) = {Qe MnUm Q*Q = QQ* = 
where Q* is the transpose of the quaternion conjugate of Q. Then we consider 
an action of x S^ - 办 ⑴ x 办 ⑴ on Sp{2) given by 
qi 0 \ ^ I <?2 0 \ 
{qi X ^ Q ^ 1 
V ^ 乂 0 1乂 
where 石 is the conjugate of q2. The action is free. One can easily check that, 
the quotient manifold x is diffeomorphic to S^ A diffeomorphism is 
given by 
/ ^ \ _ 
orbits3xs3 a ^ (偏,ll^ir — IMI|2)’ —ere a,h,c,d G H 
V “ V 
On the other hand, since the action above is free, the restricting the action 
to the diagonal P in S^ x S^ also give an free action. The quotient manifold 
E^ 二 S认2、IV is an S^-bundle over 
X - S3 
SV{2)LV = 
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In the following theorem we wi l l see that is an exotic sphere. Precisely, 
Theorem 4.1 E? is diffeomorphic to J(2, —1). 
Proof: Consider the maps h^ /i2 ： x 
I 
q u 
hi{u, q) = orhitx)4>{u) ， 
\ -M 1 
( - 1 \ vr 1 
= orbitv(t>{v) , 
) 
/ ^ \ 
where 二（1 + IMP)—i Lett ing Q 二"" e Sp{2), we have 
乂 c d J 
X S ” 二 + 0}, 
/i2(R4 X §3) = {orbitvQ\b + 0} . 
Therefore, x S ” u /i2(股斗 x S ” 二 E ^ Moreover, the maps /i i ,/ i2 are 
differentiable imbeddings ； the inverse are given by 
1 \ , 9/7", DAD. 
h^\orbitvQ) = \\d\\'\bd,——) 
CL 
h^\orhitvQ) 二 ) 
Finally, h;�八u, q) 二（命’（m)Mh)—丄)，which finishes the proof. 口 
4.3 The curvature of E'^  
In this section, we wi l l t ry to calculate the sectional curvature of GM-sphere by 
using O'Neill formula. On Sp{2) we consider the standard bi-invariant metric 
<，> given by the Ki l l ing form. Since the action of V is isometric, induces a 
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natural metric from Sp{2) such that the projection tt : Sp{2) E? becomes a 
Riemannian submersion. Recall for vector field X , on there exist a unique 
horizontal l i f t X on 办 (2 ) such that V ( X ) = 0 and T^X = X*7r. So the sectional 
curvatures K, of E^ and K of 办 (2 ) are related by the following: I f X ^ K are 
orthonormal vector fields on an open set of S ^ and are the horizontal l i f t 
respectively, then 
K{Pxy)�TT 二 -
二 K^OPxaO —3丨l-V([足 11)丨丨2 
二 i ^ P x . Y * ) — 丨 丨 2 (1) 
In the calculation, we wi l l use some fact in Lie algebra. Let G be a Lie 
group wi th Lie algebra g, L, R be the left and right translation respectively and 
Ad 二 be the adjoint representation. For u e g consider the left invariant 
vector field L ‘ u and right invariant vector field R ‘ u wi th = “ and 
二 RH*u. For a bi-invariant metric <，〉on G and a, 6 G 仏 define a function 
/ : G M by f{h) =< a, Ad^b > . Then 
(2) {Lh.u)f =< a, Adh d{Ad)id{u) b〉二< a, Adh[u, b] > 
Now we wi l l find a formula for the curvature of E^ which involves only the data 
of the Lie algebras in question and the adjoint representation. 
Theorem 4.2 Let Q G Sp{2), tt : Sp{2) — is the Riemannian submersion 
described above. Let A ^ and A付 are the vertical and horizontal distributions of 
( a 0 \ _ _ / 0 0 \ 
the submersion. For a quaternion a, set a+ 二 and a = . 
乂 0 0 乂 \ 0 a y 
Then 
(a) The tangent space of the fiber 7r-\Tr{Q)) of the submersion tt : Sp{2) 
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is given by 
A ^ 二 { i M 仅 + + - — + 1 彻 a = 0}. 
(b) Let u, V be orthonormal vectors in the Lie algebra of Sp{2) such that u 二 
Lq本u E A g and v 二 Lq本” G Ag- Then 
1 3 < AdQ^g-^ + a-) + a+, [u, i;] 
Re a=0 ^ ^ ‘ 
In particular, = 0 if and only if [u, 二 0. 
Proof: (a) Since the Lie algebra of S^ is {a G W\Re a 二 0} ’ the Lie algebra 
(V n � 1 f / g 0 \ 1 
of J q g G S^ > is {a++a-\Re a = 0} and that of qeS^ > 
V 0 ^ / l A 0 1 乂 > 
is {a+\Re a 二 0}. Let • = expt(a+ + a - ) Q e x p历 + be the curve wi th 
(^,(0) 二 Q. Then (/„(()) 二 + a " ) — Lg*(a+), and so A g = WaW = 
i?Q*(a+ + a-) — LQ,(a+)lRe a = 0}. 
(b) We wi l l use (1) to show (3). Let a G R4, i^e a 二 0. Define cJa to be the 
1-form on 5^(2) w i th 
U a P O b = < 〜*(«+ + 『 ） — > . 
Then 
A g 二 H 。 a H 二 0 Va, i^e a 二 0}. 
Since < , > is a bi-invariant metric, one can show that VxY 二 And 
hence, we can show that K{PXY)\Q = K{Pu,v) 二 [仏冲|2. Finally we need to 
compute the Lie bracket term ||V[X, Observe that for any tangent vector 
w of Sp{2) at Q we have 
_ UJa{wf — ^aiwf 
I 刚丨丨 二 二a? | | i W + 『 ） - W a + ) 『 = ； J f o P ^ + a - ) - a + i r 
Re a=0 几e "‘ 
and therefore, 
、，「V V I 2 專 , 
V[X,Y k max . : 
L , J y a^o Ad^丄(a+ + a—) — a+ 么 Re a二0 Q \ ’ 
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Computation of (PC 7 ] Q): 
Since X, Y are horizontal, 
(4) du丄X，Y) = XUa{Y) - YoJaiX) - UailX, y ] ) = -UJa{[X, Y]) 
where dua is the exterior derivatives of Ua, and since dLJa{^^y)\Q 二 
So we express the right hand side: 
(5) duJa{u,刃=DUAILQ^u, Lq^v) 
=(LQ*U)CJa(LQ,V) — {LQ,v)uJa{LQ,u) - OJa{LQ,[u,v]). 
Using the definition of and (2) we get 
(i^ Q 泰(I^Q*?力={LQ.U)[< a^-^a-,Adv> + <Ad a+，Ad v >] 
={Lq^u) <0" ^a-,Adv> +{LQ^u) < > 
=< a^ a~.Adqlu.v�. 
and similarly, 
二< a+ + a'^Adglv, u > . 
Finally, 
uJa{LQ*hv]) =< a-^ + a- - Adqa^, Adglu^v > 
Combining this wi th (4) and (5) we have: 
uJa{[X,Y]Q) = - < AdQ\a+ + a " ) + a+, [u, ”] >, 
which completes the proof of (3). 口 
Remark: I t is a consequence of (3) that the curvature of at 7T{Id) is posi-
tive for all planes at the identity. The reason is that A^^ 二 {a— a 二 0}. Hence, 
A 九 = a ' Re a = 0}. By (3), we only need to check ifu.v e A^^ and 
ID I — ^ 
U - " J 
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u, v] 二 0，then u and v are linear dependent over the reals. However, the sectional 
curvature of at a point not equal to 7T(Id) can be equal to 0. Def in i t ion: 
A metric is quasi-positively curved if the sectional curvature is non-negative and 
is positive for al l planes at some point. A metric has positive curvature almost 
everywhere(or has almost positive curvature) i f its sectional curvature is non-
negative and is positive for al l planes at a set of points whose complement has 
measure zero. 
I n this terminology, GM-sphere admits a quasi-positively curved metric. 
I n 1973, Cheeger[C] discovered a way to use an isometry group G to deform 
the metric of a non-negatively curved manifold that tends to increase the curva-
ture and decrease the symmetry. Roughly speaking, I f C is a compact group of 
isometries of M , then let G act on G x M by 
m) == (pg~\gm) 
Now G has a bi-invariant metric and G x M w i th the product metric, so the 
quotient map: 
QGXM : (P, RN) ^PM 
give a new metric of nonnegative sectional curvature. This method is Cheeger 
perturbation. We may expect the new metric to have fewer 0 curvatures and 
symmetries then the original metric. 
Peter Petersen and Frederick W i lhe lm [PWl ] applied Cheeger's perturbat ion 
to the Sp{2) using the commuting S〗x S^ x S^ x S^-action: 
( a b \ ^ ( Via P2b ^ 
场 ， ）= , 
V d ) \ c d ) 
/ ^ \ / , \ j a b \\ a b 
外 2， ) = 」 
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/ ^ \ / _ . \ w, a b \ aqi b \ 
相 1, ) 二 — j 
y c d J \cqi d J 
f a [ a 
y c d J \C dq2 J 
I t is proved in [PWl ] tha t GM-sphere admits a metric w i t h almost positive cur-
vature. 
4.4 Some recent results and open questions 
R e s u l t 1 We say that a manifold M has pointwise 1/4-pinched sectional curvatures 
if M has positive sectional curvature and for every point p G M the ratio 
of the maximum to the minimum sectional curvature at that point is less 
than 4. I n other words, for every pair of two-planes tti,兀2 C TpM, we have 
0 < K i ^ i ) < 4:K{7^2)• By means of Ricci flow, Brendle and Schoen[BS 
proved that i f M is a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 4 
w i t h pointwise 1/4-pinched sectional curvatures. Then M admits a metric 
of constant curvature and therefore is diffeomorphic to a spherical space 
form. 
Resu l t 2 There exist e(n) > 0 so that any simply connected n-dimensional Rieman-
nian manifold (M , g) w i t h sectional curvatures in [1/4—e，1] is diffeomorphic 
to a sphere or a compact rank one symmetric space. 
O p e n Q u e s t i o n 1 From the above results, we know that the sectional curvature of an exotic 
I sphere cannot be pointwise 1/4-pinched, but are there any exotic sphere 
can satisfy KM K 1 and diameter〉7r/2 is st i l l an open question. 
Resu l t 3 In 2003, Peter Petersen and Frederick Wi lhe lm [PW2] prove that the GM-
sphere admits a metric w i t h positive sectional curvature. 
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1 
i I 
I Resul t 4 There are some results on the differentiable structure on exotic spheres. 
i 
I 
j Mainly, Kervaire, M. and J. Mi lnor [MK] gave a systematic characterization 
i 
I of exotic spheres which relies heavily on cobordism, surgery, and the Hirze-
bruch signature formula. A table of the number of oriented diffeomorphism 
classes A{n) of differentiable structures on the n-sphere is given from below: 
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
： A{n) 1 1 1 ? 1 1 28 2 8 6 992 1 3 2 16256 2 16 16 
r p p e n Quest ion 2 The existence of the exotic sphere w i th dimension equal to 4 is st i l l an open 
question. 
Result 5 Actually, some exotic spheres can be constructed from algebraic geome-
try. In 1966, Egbert Brieskorn[B] discovered that, for /c 二 1,2,…,28, the 
solution set(Brieskorn Link) 
z 层+ z 彥+ + 1 二 0 } n s 9 c c 5 
gives all 28 possible smooth structures on the oriented 7-sphere. 
I Open Quest ion 3 Does there exist natural Riemannian metrics on the Brieskorn Link w i th 
positive sectional curvature? Here a natural Riemannian metric means 
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